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Abstract: Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) tomography (TomoSAR) is able to separate multiple
scatterers layovered inside the same resolution cell in high-resolution SAR images of urban scenarios,
usually with a large number of orbits, making it an expensive and unfeasible task for many practical
applications. Targeting at finding out the minimum number of images necessary for tomographic
reconstruction, this paper innovatively applies minimum redundancy array (MRA) for tomographic
baseline array optimization. Monte Carlo simulations are conducted by means of Two-step Iterative
Shrinkage/Thresholding (TWIST) and Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) to fully
evaluate the tomographic performance of MRA orbits in terms of detection rates, Cramer Rao
Lower Bounds, as well as resistance against sidelobes. Experiments on COSMO-SkyMed and
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X data are also conducted in this paper. The results from simulations and
experiments on real data have both demonstrated that introducing MRA for baseline optimization in
SAR tomography can benefit from the dramatic reduction of necessary orbit numbers, if the recently
proposed TWIST method is used for tomographic reconstruction. Although the simulation and
experiments in this manuscript are carried out using spaceborne data, the outcome of this paper can
also give examples for airborne TomoSAR when designing flight orbits using airborne sensors.

Keywords: minimum redundancy array; SAR tomography; baseline optimization; two-step iterative
shrinkage/thresholding; truncated singular value decomposition

1. Introduction

In high-resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images of urban scenarios, many pixels
contain the superposition of responses from multiple scatterers, which is induced by the intrinsic
side-looking geometry of SAR sensors (layover) [1]. As an advanced technique, SAR Tomography
(TomoSAR) makes it possible to overcome layover problem via estimating the 3D position of each
scatterer, targeting at a real and unambiguous 3D SAR imaging [2,3]. Since its proposition in the
1980s, TomoSAR has been gradually applied to simulated data in laboratory, airborne SAR images,
medium-resolution and very high-resolution spaceborne SAR images with the rapid evolvement
of modern SAR instruments [4–14]. With the high-resolution advantages of modern SAR sensors
such as TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X and COSMO-SkyMed, it is possible to analyze details of urban
buildings with an absolute positioning accuracy of around 20 cm and a meter-order relative positioning
accuracy [15–18]. Besides exploiting TomoSAR with new data sources, many researchers have been
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dedicated to developing new tomographic inversion algorithms and scatterers detectors in recent
decades [19–33]. In this manuscript, tomographic inversion algorithms refer to those aiming at
reconstructing “elevation profiles” from time series SAR images, whereas scatterers detectors refer to
those aiming at automatically detecting number of scatterers, their corresponding magnitude/strength
and precise elevation positions from the “elevation profiles”. Until now, the tomographic inversion
algorithms can be categorized into three groups, including back-propagation, spectrum estimation
and compressive sensing-based algorithms [5,19–30]. On the other hand, current scatterers detectors
can be categorized into three groups as well, such as Multi-Interferogram Complex Coherence
(MICC) based detectors, model order selectors, and Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) based
detectors [16,31–35].

Notwithstanding, a large number of orbits are usually used for tomographic reconstruction,
in order to keep sufficient coherence. Previous study has shown that a single scatterer can always
be reliably detected when more than 5 orbits are used in tomographic reconstruction with X-band
spaceborne SAR data, whereas approximately more than 40 orbits are necessary for successful detection
of double scatterers [19]. However, X-band sensors have problems to handle both spatial coverage and
resolution. In many cases, there is no large number of acquisitions available. The minimum number of
tracks for tomographic inversion is only estimated for forest structure reconstruction, unfortunately
never for urban TomoSAR [36]. Different from the volume scattering mechanism in vegetated areas,
the signal inside one pixel of man-made structures is generally composed of components from several
scattering centers. Besides, there is no need to carry out tomographic reconstruction for every pixel
in urban areas. It is only necessary to carry out tomographic reconstruction for pixels with stable
back-scattering magnitude and high coherence (also referred to as persistent scatterers), instead of
all pixels. Since persistent scatterers are generally less affected by spatial and temporal decorrelation,
tomographic reconstruction of urban structures with limited number of images is therefore possible
and exploited in this article.

Ideally speaking, the spatial baselines for tomographic SAR inversion should be uniformly
distributed. If the spatial span of baselines is determined for uniform baselines, the estimated elevation
resolution is determined [16]. The elevation resolution represents the minimal distinguishable distance
between two scatterers, which is the width of the elevation point response function (PRF) [16]. It can
be calculated with the following Equation:

ρs =
λr

2∆b
(1)

where ρs represents the elevation resolution, λ is the wavelength of SAR sensors, r is the target-sensor
distance in Line-Of-Sight (LOS) direction, and ∆b is the baseline aperture (the maximum difference
between orbits) of the SAR image stack [16]. The elevation resolution only depends on the baseline
aperture when the wavelength and height of sensors are determined. If we want to keep the elevation
resolution with limited number of SAR images, a possible solution should be increasing the spatial
interval between adjacent orbits and optimizing the baseline configuration in consideration of baseline
redundancy minimization.

The optimal design of baselines in SAR has been studied for years, which can be categorized
into two different ways. One way is to set the interval between adjacent orbits as multiplies of
half-wavelength, such as minimum redundancy array (MRA), Restricted Minimum Redundancy
Array (RMRA) and Golomb Array (GA), etc. [37–39]. The other way is to design an optimal baseline
array with fixed number of elements and fixed baseline aperture based on bionics algorithms such
as artificial bee colony algorithm, memetic algorithm, and genetic algorithm, etc. [40–42]. In recent
years, baseline optimization has also been exploited for TomoSAR. Lu et al. has constructed a minimax
baseline optimization model based on non-uniform linear array for TomoSAR [43]. Bi et al. has
proposed a coherence of measurement matrix-based baseline optimization criterion and missing
data completion of unobserved baselines to facilitate wavelet-based Compressive Sensing TomoSAR
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(CS-TomoSAR) in forested areas [44]. Zhao et al. has explored the impact of baseline distribution
in spaceborne multistatic TomoSAR (SMS-TomoSAR) and proposed a baseline optimization method
under uniform-perturbation sampling with Gaussian distribution error [45]. However, most of
the above-mentioned research is conducted by simulations based on airborne system parameters.
Unfortunately, very limited experimental result has been reported on the optimization of spaceborne
baselines for urban TomoSAR until now.

Targeting the above-mentioned problem, this paper focuses on finding an optimal baseline
configuration of repeat-pass spaceborne SAR images for tomographic reconstruction using limited
number of SAR images, which is called baseline optimization. In this paper, the minimum redundancy
array (MRA) in wireless communication theory is innovatively applied for tomographic baseline array
optimization, for the purpose of keeping equivalent elevation resolution when only non-uniform
sampling and limited number of orbits are available.

2. Methodology

2.1. Tomographic Phase Model

In the SAR image coordinate system, a third coordinate axis orthogonal to the azimuth–slant
range (x–r) plane is defined, called elevation (s) [6] as shown in Figure 1a. A focused SAR image can be
considered as a 2D projection of the 3D back-scattering scenario into the x–r plane [16]. As shown in
Figure 1b, the measurement of the resolution cell contains backscattered signals from two different
single-bounce scatterers (scatterers A and B), since those two single-bounce scatterers have the same
slant-range distance to the sensor and will be focused into the same resolution cell [21]. With a
stack of N co-registered SAR acquisitions, we are able to reconstruct the backscattering profile along
the elevation direction for each resolution cell with SAR tomography. The combination of those N
acquisitions forms the so-called elevation aperture.
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Figure 1. 3D SAR coordinate system (a) and typical layover effect of double single-bounce scatterers in
urban SAR images (b).

In a stack of N co-registered SAR acquisitions, the complex value of a certain resolution cell in
the nth image is considered as the integral of the real backscattering signals along elevation direction,
and represented by the following Equation as

gn =

∫ smax

−smax

γ(s)· exp(− j·2π·ξn·s)·ds n = 1, 2, · · · , N (2)

where [−smax, smax] is the elevation span, ξn = −2bn/(λr) is the spatial frequency along elevation, γ(s)
is the backscattering magnitude along the elevation direction [16]. There are N measurements in a
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tomographic data stack. The continuous reflectivity model could be approximated by discretizing the
function along s with a sampling frequency of L (L >> 0).

g
N×1

= K
N×1
· γ
L×1

+ ε
N×1

(3)

where g is the measurement vector with N elements gN, K is an N × L imaging operator, and γ is the
reflectivity vector along s with L elements [16]. ε is the noise term, which is assumed as independent
identically distributed complex zero mean and Gaussian. The noise could be neglected in the system
model if appropriate pre-processing of the data stack is conducted for real data analysis. Details about
the pre-processing are described in [5,12]. The objective of TomoSAR is to retrieve the backscattering
profile γ for each pixel from N measurements (gN) and then use it to estimate scattering parameters,
such as the number of scatterers within a resolution cell, their elevations, as well as reflectivity,
with scatterers detectors [16,31–35].

Among various tomographic reconstruction methods, Truncated Singular Value Decomposition
(TSVD) is commonly used in spaceborne TomoSAR due to its good performance and computational
simplicity [7]. On the other hand, Compressive Sensing (CS) based algorithms have been demonstrated
to have super-resolution power. However, its high computational complexity has prevented it from
being a useful tool for tomographic reconstruction of large areas on regular personal computers [22–24].
In our previous study, Two-step Iterative Shrinkage/Thresholding (TWIST) was proposed for TomoSAR
reconstruction as a balance between TSVD and CS [29,46]. The merits of TWIST in terms of
robustness, fast convergence speed, and super-resolution capability have been demonstrated by
both simulations and experiments on TerraSAR-X datasets [29]. Following tomographic reconstruction,
the number of scatterers, their corresponding strength/magnitude, and precise elevation positions are
automatically detected from the elevation profiles by scatterers detectors. Many scatterers detectors
have been proposed and assessed in literature. It is worth mentioning that with GLRT based detectors,
even simple inversion scheme like beamforming can achieve a very high detection rate on single and
double scatterers [19,31–35]. Since it is not our goal to compare different tomographic methods nor
scatterers detectors, tomographic reconstruction is conducted using both TWIST and classical TSVD,
combined with a common BIC-based detector in this article.

Compared to the high resolution in azimuth and range direction, the relatively poor elevation
resolution does not necessarily mean that accuracy of estimated elevation is this poor. On the other
hand, the estimation accuracy of individual scatterers is defined by Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB),
which can be calculated with the following Equation.

σŝ =
λr

4π·
√

NOA·
√

2SNR·σb
(4)

where NOA is the number of acquisitions, SNR is the signal to noise ratio, and σb is the standard
deviation of baselines [16].

2.2. Minimum Redundancy Array in SAR Tomography

The Minimum Redundancy Array (MRA), also known as Minimum Redundancy Linear Array
(MRLA), was proposed in antenna array design in radio astronomy [37,47,48]. It is a subset of
non-uniform linear array which provides the largest aperture for a given number of elements or uses
the minimum number of elements to realize a given aperture [47–49]. It has been proved that the Mean
Square Error (MSE) and Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB) of MRAs are the least compared with coprime and
nested arrays [50,51]. A MRA is formed from a full antenna array by carefully eliminating redundant
antennas while the retained elements can generate all possible antenna separation between zero and
the maximum antenna length. Its merits come from the fact that it can provide the highest possible
resolution with minimized redundancy [51,52]. Numerically, redundancy R is defined as the number
of pairs of antennas divided by maximum spacing of the linear array. As shown in literatures [37,47],
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R = 2N(N − 1)/(N + 1)2 for a MRA with odd number of elements, R = 2(N − 1)/(N + 2) for a MRA
with even number of elements, where N is the number of elements in a linear array.

According to literatures [37,47], when the number of elements is less than 5, zero-redundancy
arrays exist. In other words, there are only four zero-redundancy arrays, which have been elegantly
proved in literature [52]. The four zero-redundancy arrays and their spatial distributions are shown
in Figure 2. Except for the zero spacing (spatial distance) in the trivial case of single-element array,
each spacing is presented only once. For example, spacing between adjacent elements are 1, 3, and 2,
respectively, for the 4-element array, leading to a maximum spatial distance of 6. In other words, there is
one, and only one, pair of elements separated by each multiple of the unit spacing in zero-redundancy
arrays, resulting in a maximum spacing equal to the distance between the left-end and right-end
elements. As shown by Figure 2, the 3-element and 4-element arrays are the only two non-uniformly
distributed arrays with zero-redundancy.
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adjacent elements.

For linear arrays with more than 4 elements, redundancy is always larger than 0, and there has to be
some configuration of the elements which leads to minimum redundancy. However, it is not easy to find
the optimum MRA configurations for a large number of elements. Wherein, the relationship between
the number of MRA elements M and the array aperture N can be given by the following theorem:

For any M > 3, a set of positive integers {x1, x2, . . . , xM} can always be selected to satisfy the
condition 0 = x1 < x2 < . . . < xM = N, and for any integer i(0 ≤ i ≤ N), there are always two elements
with a difference of i in {x1, x2, . . . , xM}, and M2/N < 3.

The problem of finding MRA for a given element number of M has been conducted by an
exhaustive search, and solutions for M ≤ 11 have been given [53,54]. It has also been demonstrated
that in the limit of large M, the minimum redundancy lies between 1.217 and 1.332 [54].

In urban TomoSAR, the baselines are distributed in 2-D space and can be decomposed into
perpendicular and parallel baselines. What is important for TomoSAR is the so-called “elevation
aperture” formed by perpendicular baselines, for the purpose of resolving multiple scatterers
superimposed into one pixel along elevation direction. By ignoring the parallel baselines,
the perpendicular baselines can therefore be assumed as a 1-D linear array. As shown in Equation (1),
the larger the elevation aperture, the higher elevation resolution can be achieved. Similar to antenna
theory, only a small elevation aperture can be formed if the baselines are uniformly distributed,
and efficiency of the baseline aperture is very low. In other words, there is a high redundancy in
uniform baselines configuration. Similar to the antenna theory, MRA orbits can be formed by finding
a subset of M elements with baseline aperture equivalent to uniform orbits of N elements (M < N),
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until the redundancy reaches minimum. Therefore, the baseline distribution of MRA orbits is not
strictly non-uniform, but uniform with missing orbits.

When trying to find the MRA orbits for TomoSAR, the spatial positions of SAR sensor at each revisit
is considered as elements of the array, and the neighboring baselines are considered as spacing between
elements. In order to keep equivalent elevation resolution, the orbits with maximum perpendicular
baselines (∆b = b1 − bN) are first selected, and the smallest distance between the end-orbit and its
neighbor orbit is chosen as spacing unit (u). So the initial three elements in a baseline array is configured
as {.u. (∆b − u).}, where dots represent positions of the orbit and numbers refer to the spacing. Then,
between spacing (∆b− u), a fourth orbit can be found located at two spacing units with reference two the
end-orbits. So the baseline array becomes {.u.2u.(∆b − 3u).} or {.u.(∆b − 3u).2u.}. Following this scheme,
the MRA orbits can be found iteratively. In fact, the baselines are not exactly uniformly distributed,
we can only find MRA-like orbits close to the ideal MRA positions by selecting the combination with
minimum standard deviation with reference to ideal MRA positions.

Let us assume the original baseline array with N elements is (b1, b2, . . . , bN)
T, and the spacing

unit is selected as u = b1 − b2. So, the number of normalized baselines should be X = ∆b/u. For a
given X, the normalized distributions of MRA elements have already been given in Table 1. Table 1
depicts the designed MRA orbits for 7 ≤M ≤ 10 and their equivalent number of uniform orbits with
reference to an interval of u. If the number of MRA orbits is 10, the corresponding number of uniform
orbits is 37, with 36 uniform baselines. Considering the interval of x in uniform baselines, the baseline
aperture should be 36u. The positions of MRA orbits should be {0,1,3,6,13,20,27,31,35,36} multiplied by
u, respectively. As shown in Table 1, the arrangement of elements for MRA is not unique. There are
three different MRA orbit arrangements for M = 9, two different arrangements for M = 8, and five
different MRA orbit arrangements for M = 7. These different arrangements have been studied and
evaluated in [53,54]. Since it is not our goal to compare different MRA orbits, only one set of MRA orbits
(highlighted in bold font in Table 1) for each M is selected for tomographic simulations in this paper.

Table 1. Normalized distributions of minimum redundancy array (MRA) orbits.

M N Normalized Positions of MRA Orbits with Reference to an Interval of u

10 37 0,1,3,6,13,20,27,31,35,36
9
9
9

30
30
30

0,1,2,14,18,21,24,27,29
0,1,3,6, 13,20,24,28,29
0,1,4,10,16,22,24,27,29

8
8

24
24

0,1,2,11,15,18,21,23
0,1,4,10,16,18,21,23

7
7
7
7
7

18
18
18
18
18

0,1,2,3,8,13,17
0,1,2,6,10,14,17
0,1,2,8,12,14,17
0,1,2,8,12,15,17

0,1,8,11,13,15,17

M represents number of MRA orbits; N represents number of uniform orbits; N − 1 represents the number of
uniform baselines.

Let us assume the optimal virtual positions of MRA baselines with M elements are (b1, b2, . . . , bM)T,
and M < N. By an exhaustive search, the real orbits close to (b1, b2, . . . , bM)T are (b1, b′2, . . . , b′M−1, bM)T.

Actually, there could be many choices for (b1, b′2, . . . , b′M−1, bM)T. The best fit of MRA-like orbits can be

found by calculating the minimum Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between (b1, b′2, . . . , b′M−1, bM)T

and (b1, b2, . . . , bM)T. Then the expressions in Equations (2) and (3) can be optimized as

gm =

∫ smax

−smax

γ(s)· exp(− j·2π·ξm·s)·ds m = 1, 2, · · · , M (5)

ξm = −2bm/(λr) (6)
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g
M×1

= K
M×L
· γ
L×1

+ ε
M×1

(7)

3. Tomographic Simulations

We designed four groups of uniform orbits with perpendicular baseline aperture of 1000 m in
the simulation. The numbers of uniform orbits are 37, 30, 24, and 18, respectively. The baseline
distributions of the four groups are shown in Figure 3, where the blue dots represent uniform orbits.
Their corresponding MRA orbits are also selected following Table 1, as marked with red triangles in
Figure 3. Compared to the uniform orbits, the numbers of MRA orbits are dramatically reduced.
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Generally, single-scatterer and double-scatterers pixels most commonly occur in layover areas
of high-resolution SAR images for urban scenarios, these two cases are usually considered for
TomoSAR [11]. The occurrence of more than two scatterers can increase in medium resolution SAR
images like Sentinel-1, but it also depends on the geometry of the ground scene and on the elevation
resolution [11]. The merit of TomoSAR is its capability in separating multiple scatterers (at least two)
superimposed inside one resolution cell. Therefore, simulations on double scatterers are conducted
in this section. Two scatterers located at −20 m and 20 m with normalized reflectivity of 1 and
0.6 respectively are simulated. The X-band system parameters and the four groups of orbits designed
in Figure 3 are initialized for simulation. The reconstructed elevation profiles from uniform orbits in
noise free case are shown in Figure 4a–d. When the orbits remain uniformly distributed with identical
baseline aperture, tomographic performances of both methods are not corrupted by simply reducing
the number of orbits from 37 to 18.
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If the uniform orbits are replaced by their corresponding MRA orbits, TSVD suffers from dramatic
increase of sidelobes, with normalized reflectivity of approximately 0.6 for the largest sidelobe, as shown
in Figure 4e–h. The strong sidelobes in TSVD profiles may lead to false detection of a third scatterer.
On the other hand, TWIST shows a much better resistance against sidelobes, with the largest sidelobe
smaller than 0.23, see Figure 4h. By comparing the four figures in Figure 4e–h, we can tell that the
normalized strengths of sidelobes in neither TSVD nor TWIST profiles are further increased when the
number of MRA orbits drops from 10 to 7. This means that reducing the number of MRA orbits would
also not result in a dramatic increase of sidelobes, as long as MRA orbits are used.

In the second simulation, white Gaussian noise at different SNR levels is added to the simulated
signal. The reconstructed profiles of double scatterers from 10 MRA orbits at different SNR levels
are depicted in Figure 5. As the SNR decreases, the sidelobes go up gradually for both methods,
however the sidelobes in TWIST profiles are much smaller than in TSVD profiles. By comparing
Figure 5 with Figure 4a, a preliminary conclusion that tomographic reconstruction can be corrupted if
the SNR levels are reduced from infinite (noise free) to 1, since strong sidelobes may bury the weak
scatterer’s signal or be mistaken as another scatterer, as shown in Figure 5c,d. Nevertheless, TWIST
presents better resistance against noise compared with TSVD.
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The CRLBs for MRA 10 orbits and 37 uniform orbits at different SNR levels are depicted in Figure 6.
Although there is a slight drop on the CRLB using MRA orbits instead of uniform orbits, fortunately
the largest decrease is within 0.3 m when SNR is 1 dB. This difference narrows quickly as the SNR
increases. For SNR >= 5 dB, the difference is smaller than 0.1 m. The slight differences on CRLBs
indicate that using MRA orbits instead of uniform orbits does not corrupt the estimation accuracy
very much.
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An important characteristic for evaluating the tomographic performance of MRA orbits is to
analyze the successful detection rate of scatterers at different SNR levels. In order to do this, a Monte
Carlo simulation on 1000 double scatters is conducted. For the purpose of avoiding influence caused
by distance or amplitude ratios (γ2/γ1) between the two scatterers, identical scatterers are used for
the 1000 double-scatterers pixels. A strong scatterer with normalized reflectivity of 1 is located at
−40 m, and a weak scatterer with normalized reflectivity of 0.8 is located at 40 m. At each SNR
level (1–15 dB), random white Gaussian noise is added to the 1000 simulated pixels. The normalized
reflectivity and elevation position are automatically detected using model selection algorithm based
on Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [32]. The successful detection rates are calculated for each
scatterer at various SNR levels. A successful detection is defined when the estimated elevation is
within a theoretical resolution cell centered by the real elevation position, meaning that the maximum
difference between the estimated and the real elevation is smaller than half of the elevation resolution
in our simulations.

The detection rates of double scatterers at different SNR levels are shown in Figure 7. As shown
by the dashed lines in Figure 7a, successful detection rates of both scatterers at various SNR levels are
close to 1 using uniform orbits, no matter what method (TWIST or TSVD) is used. When MRA orbits
are used instead, detection rates of scatterer 1 drop slightly for both methods, with the lowest detection
rate of approximately 0.7 when SNR is 1, as shown by the solid blue and red lines in Figure 7a. On the
other hand, detection rates of scatterer 2 drop dramatically when MRA orbits are used, especially when
TSVD method is used for tomographic reconstruction at low SNR levels, as shown by the green and
black solid lines in Figure 7a. At identical SNR levels, the detection rates of scatterer 2 is generally lower
than scatterer 1 using MRA orbits, this is probably caused by the reduced sampling along elevation
aperture. Nevertheless, since it is useless to do tomographic analysis if there is no strong backscattering
signal in a pixel (e.g., dark points on flat surface), tomographic analysis is usually conducted on pixels
with strong backscattering signal (so called bright points in amplitude images). Previous study shows
that SNRs of these bright points (pixels with strong backscattering signal) are generally larger than
10 dB [9]. At SNR level of 10 dB, the detection rates of both scatterers from MRA orbits would be larger
than 0.95 if TWIST method is used. Therefore, the decrease of successful detection rates using MRA
orbits at low SNR levels is to some extent neglectable for TWIST method, compared to the advantages
in dramatically reduced number of images.
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normalized reflectivity (amplitude).

In order to analyze the successful detection rates of the weak scatterer when the amplitude ratio
between two scatterers (γ2/γ1) changes, a second Monte Carlo simulation is carried out. In this
simulation, a strong scatterer with normalized amplitude of 1 located at −40 m and a weak scatterer
located at 40 m with normalized amplitude changes from 0.1 to 1 are simulated. Random white Gaussian
noise with SNR of 10 dB is added to 1000 simulated pixels for each amplitude ratio. Both uniform
orbits and MRA orbits are used for tomography. As shown by the red and blue lines in Figure 7b,
detection rates of scatterer 1 is always about 1 no matter what method and what kind of orbits are used.
On the other hand, detection rate of scatterer 2 increases when γ2/γ1 increases towards 1, as shown
by the green and black lines in Figure 7b. The low detection rate of scatterer 2 is probably due to
interference of sidelobes of scatterer 1. If the amplitude ratio is 0.4, detection rates of scatterer 2 using
both methods from uniform orbits approximate to 1. On the other hand, TWIST has a detection rate of
0.82 on scatterer 2 from MRA orbits when amplitude ratio is 0.4, whereas TSVD only reaches detection
rate of 0.5 on scatterer 2. As the amplitude ratio increases to 0.6, detection rate of TWIST on scatterer 2
reaches 1 from MRA orbits. However, detection rate of TSVD on scatterer 2 can only reach 1 when
amplitude ratio is higher than 0.8 from MRA orbits. Therefore, using MRA orbits instead of uniform
orbits does not affect the detection rate of the weak scatterer as long as the amplitude ratio is higher
than 0.6 and TWIST is used for tomographic reconstruction. Unfortunately, TSVD is not able to remain
equivalent detection rate from MRA orbits, with amplitude ratios smaller than 0.8.

Besides SNR values and amplitude ratios, distance between double scatterers also has an impact
on detection rates of both scatterers. A third Monte Carlo simulation is conducted to assess the
detection rates of double scatterers when distance between scatterers change. In this Monte Carlo
simulation, scatterer 1 with normalized amplitude of 1 is located at −20 m. The distance between
two scatterers varies from 0 to 2.5 times of the elevation resolution. Random white Gaussian noise
with SNR of 10 dB is added to 1000 simulated pixels for each distancing. Figure 8 shows the detection
rates when distance between double scatterers changes. As shown in Figure 8a, when the normalized
amplitude of scatterer 2 is 0.8, detection rates of scatterer 1 is generally close to 1 regardless of the
distance, except for a slight drop at distances close to the theoretical elevation resolution. This slight
drop is caused by interference of scatterer 2 on scatterer 1. The interference effect gets stronger when
amplitude of scatterer 2 increases to 1, as shown by the sudden fluctuation on the detection rates of
scatterer 1 in Figure 8b. Nevertheless, the interference effect of uniform orbits is even stronger than
MRA orbits, by comparing the depth of valleys in profiles of scatterer 1, as shown by the red and blue
lines in Figure 8b. This is simply because MRAs are initially designed for interference cancelation in
radio astronomy.
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where SC abbreviates from scatterer, γ is the normalized reflectivity (amplitude).

This interference effect between two scatterers has already been discussed in literature [9] and
presented in our simulations as well. If two scatterers are close enough, the estimated locations
of scatterers may be shifted by the sidelobes of nearby scatterers, leading to decrease of successful
detection rates, even with two scatterers further apart than the elevation resolution [16]. The elevation
estimate of one scatterer is systematically biased by the sidelobes of other scatterers and vice versa,
even though the SNR is high [16]. As shown by Figure 8, the interference of the strong scatterer on the
weak one is much more serious than the weak one on the strong one. On one hand, the weak scatterer
only causes a slight detection rate fluctuation on the strong one when their distance increases from
0 to 1.5 times of the resolution. In Figure 8a, scatterer 1 is assumed to be stronger than scatterer 2,
with normalized amplitude of 1 and 0.8, respectively. The detection rate of scatterer 1 only shows a
slight drop when then distance between two scatterers is smaller than 1.5 times of the resolution. If the
normalized amplitude of scatterer 2 is comparable with scatterer 1, its interference on scatterer 1 gets
stronger, leading to deeper fluctuation of detection rate on scatterer 1, as shown in Figure 8b. Therefore,
the case of two comparable scatterers is the worst case, instead of the optimal one. If scatterer 2 gets
even stronger, it will become the strong one and scatterer 1 will become the weak one. On the other
hand, the strong scatterer will definitely bury the weak one if their distance is smaller than the elevation
resolution. As shown by Figure 8a,b, the detection rate of scatterer 2 is 0 when distance between two
scatterers is smaller than the elevation resolution. The detection rate of scatterer 2 increases gradually
from 0 to 1 with distance between two scatterers increases to 1.5 times of the resolution. When the
distance between two scatterers is larger than 1.5 times of the resolution, interference between two
scatterers is completely gone.

As demonstrated by the above-mentioned tomographic simulations, by using MRA orbits instead
of uniform orbits, the number of baselines necessary for tomographic reconstruction can be dramatically
reduced, although there is a slight drop on detection rates. This problem can be somehow complemented
by using TWIST method instead of spectrum estimation algorithms like TSVD. In order to further
demonstrate the potential of MRA orbits in tomographic reconstruction, experimental study and
discussion on COSMO-SkyMed and TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X images are also conducted in Section 4.

4. Experimental Results with Spaceborne SAR Data

Thirty-six COSMO-SkyMed images acquired from 7 February 2015 to 10 July 2017 and nineteen
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X images acquired from 25 August 2015 to 5 October 2016 covering Shenyang
city are collected in this research. For TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X, the satellites are orbiting the earth at the
altitude of 514 km within an orbital tube of approximately 250 m radius [55,56]. On the other hand,
according to the COSMO-SkyMed mission and products description, the COSMO-SkyMed satellites
are running within an orbital tube that guarantees a position within +/−1000 m from a reference
ground track [57]. The perpendicular baseline distributions of both stacks are depicted in Figure 9,
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with perpendicular baseline apertures of approximately 2110.5 m (COSMO-SkyMed) and 527.5 m
(TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X), respectively.
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Since the orbits are not uniformly distributed, it is difficult to find real MRA orbits from both
stacks. Instead, MRA-like orbits are selected by keeping orbits close to normalized MRA positions. As a
result, ten out of thirty-six COSMO-SkyMed images and seven out of nineteen TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X
images are selected. The detailed information of both stacks is given in Table 2. According to
Equation (1), the elevation resolution should be 16.7 m for TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X and 5.1 m for
COSMO-SkyMed. For comparison, two different random orbit configurations are also used for each
dataset in tomographic reconstruction, respectively. The random orbits have equal number of orbits
with the MRA orbits, which are ten out of thirty-six for COSMO-SkyMed dataset and seven out of
nineteen for TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X dataset, respectively. Besides, the baseline apertures for the
random orbits are also identical to the MRA orbits, which are approximately 2110.5 m (COSMO-SkyMed)
and 527.5 m (TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X), respectively.

Table 2. Parameters of the data stacks.

Sensor TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X COSMO-SkyMed

Number of Images 19 36
Orbit Ascending Descending

Work Mode StripMap StripMap
Altitude 514 km 619.6 km

Azimuth Resolution 3.3 m 3.0
Slant Range Resolution 1.2 m 1.3 m

Incidence Angle (θ) 24.3 25.1
Baseline Aperture (∆b) 527.5 m 2110.5 m

Elevation Resolution (ρs) 16.7 m 5.1 m

In this experiment, Longzhimeng Changyuan located in east Shenyang, with four high-rise
buildings of approximately 167 m is selected as our study area. The Google earth image and SAR
average amplitude images are shown in Figure 10. The COSMO-SkyMed and TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X
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images are collected from descending and ascending orbits, respectively. Layover problem happens
in both stacks, as highlighted with yellow and red rectangles in Figure 10a. The average amplitude
images reveal that layover happens between the nearby lower buildings and the high-rise buildings
in the TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X stack, whereas layover happens between ground and the high-rise
buildings in the COSMO-SkyMed stack, as shown in Figure 10b,c.
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In the experimental study of spaceborne SAR data, tomographic reconstruction for Longzhimeng
Changyuan is conducted using real orbits, its corresponding MRA-orbits and two different random
orbit configurations, respectively. For the TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X data stack, 4792 bright pixels are
selected and reconstructed by tomographic inversion with TWIST method. As shown by the results in
Figure 11a,b, we can see that the four high-rise buildings are all accurately reconstructed from real
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X orbits and its corresponding MRA orbits. Unfortunately, the upper parts of
building facades are missing in the result from random orbit configuration 1 (as shown in Figure 11c),
whereas the middle parts of building facades are missing in the result from random orbit configuration
2 (as shown in Figure 11d). Therefore, by using an equally reduced number of acquisitions that do not
form an MRA-like configuration, the building reconstruction is not as good.

For the COSMO-SkyMed data stack, 5506 bright pixels are selected and reconstructed by TWIST
method. The 3D distributions of scatterers from COSMO-SkyMed real orbits, MRA orbits, random orbit
configuration 1 and random orbit configuration 2 are shown in Figure 12a–d, respectively. The heights
of four high-rise buildings are all accurately reconstructed, however with lower part of building
façade missing in Figure 12a,d, respectively. The whole structure of buildings is well-reconstructed
from MRA orbits, as shown in Figure 12b. If the real orbits are replaced by random orbits with
equal baseline aperture, the lower parts of buildings are not always precisely detected, as shown by
Figure 12c,d, especially in Figure 12d. Therefore, it is possible to conduct tomographic reconstruction
with robust and relatively high accuracy using dramatically reduced number of images following
MRA criterion, especially when the SNR level is usually very high for many bright points in urban
scenarios. As demonstrated by the results, for a fixed reduced number of acquisitions, using an
MRA-like configuration is more robust than using a random configuration.
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5. Discussion

In this paper, the minimum redundancy array designed for antenna formation in radio astronomy
is innovatively applied to baselines optimization for the purpose of reducing number of orbits necessary
for tomographic reconstruction while keeping equivalent baseline aperture. Monte Carlo simulations
on double scatterers are conducted to fully evaluate the tomographic performance when MRA orbits
are used instead of uniform orbits. As shown by the simulations, simply reducing the number of orbits
does not corrupt tomographic performance as long as the orbits are uniformly distributed. If uniform
orbits are replaced by MRA orbits, there is only a slight increase of sidelobes and slight drop on the
detection rates of weak scatterers at low SNR levels using recently proposed TWIST method. However,
tomographic performance using traditional spectrum estimation like TSVD suffers from dramatic
corruption if MRA orbits instead of uniform orbits are used. The CRLBs calculated for simulated data
indicate that using MRA orbits instead of uniform orbits has a slight drop, however within 0.1 m at
SNR levels larger than 10 dB.

As shown by the experimental results on spaceborne SAR data, the merit of using MRA for
baseline optimization and reduction is very well demonstrated. The experimental result from
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X dataset shows that tomographic performance from MRA orbits is equivalent to
that from original orbits. However, not so good results are derived from random orbits with identical
baseline aperture and orbit numbers. As given by Figure 12, the four high-rise buildings are even better
reconstructed from MRA orbits than from real COSMO-SkyMed orbits, although we do not know why
for now. In order to further analyze how the non-uniform distribution of orbits affects tomographic
performance, simulations and experiments on real data would be conducted in the future.

6. Conclusions

Targeting at finding out the minimum number of images necessary for tomographic reconstruction,
this paper innovatively applies minimum redundancy array (MRA) for tomographic baseline array
optimization. Monte Carlo simulations and experiments on spaceborne SAR data are both conducted to
fully evaluate the feasibility and tomographic performance of the proposed baseline array optimization
strategy. In conclusion, introducing MRA for baseline optimization in SAR tomography can benefit
from the dramatic reduction of necessary orbit numbers if the recently proposed TWIST method is
used for tomographic reconstruction. Although the simulation and experiments in this manuscript
are carried out using spaceborne data, the outcome of this paper can also give examples for airborne
TomoSAR when designing flight orbits using airborne sensors.
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